Imagine a degree that prepares you for business without blind spots. Turns you into a systems thinker—the connective tissue of any enterprise—with the courage to tear down organizational silos. Pushes you to change the global-competition game, not simply win it.

Washington University’s Executive MBA program attracts senior-level professionals from around the world. Like you, they’re looking for an unobstructed view of the road ahead, which is critical to the development of a clear strategic vision.

See Beyond What Has Always Been

Mastering individual business disciplines won’t make you a successful leader. You need to understand how they interact to support company-wide growth, globalization, and innovation. At WashU, you learn to see beyond what has always been, find better ways to conduct business, and successfully implement corporate objectives.

- Develop a strategic, enterprise-wide vision for your organization that prepares you for any business challenge.
- Boost your 360-degree thinking, creative thinking, and analytical problem solving.
- Examine the intersection of functional areas in your core courses.
- Explore big-picture management challenges in the second-year themes: Growth, Global Markets, and Innovation and Entrepreneurship.
- Synthesize all program teachings and tools with an Innovation Project and Capstone Pitch Competition.

EMBA by the Numbers

- 3 WashU EMBA campuses are located in St. Louis, Shanghai, and Mumbai
- 500 Years of collective professional experience in each cohort
- 2,500 EMBA alumni
- 19,000 Olin Business School alumni
- 135,000 WashU alumni

WashU EMBA students have an average of 15 Years of professional experience

For more information, please visit
olin.wustl.edu/EMBA

Contact Executive Programs
ST. LOUIS: (314) 935-EMBA  EMBA@wustl.edu
Build Relationships That Matter

Great businesses run on great relationships. And so do great business schools. WashU promotes a relational culture among its students, faculty, staff, alumni, and corporate friends. At work, your emphasis on relationships makes you a bridge builder who brings people together in meaningful and innovative ways.

Make collaboration, teamwork, and building connections second nature.

Be part of a diverse and carefully curated team that serves as a learning laboratory and second family.

Connect with Olin’s top-notch faculty.

Develop an appreciation of the value of relationships with Olin’s team-based curriculum.

Earn an Immediate, Lasting ROI

Learning by doing is woven into every aspect of the curriculum, from your first day of orientation to your last day of classes. As a result, you acquire a broadened perspective and problem-solving skills, methods, and strategies you can use right away—and throughout your career—to improve your performance and the performance of your organization. You’ll recognize organizational silos and develop the courage to tear them down.

Develop knowledge, feedback, and skills to build a model of leadership you can take anywhere.

Focus on specialized areas—such as venture creation, idea generation, US policymaking, and global leadership—covered in the four residencies of GO! Week, The Business of Policy: DC Immersion Residency, Leadership Residency, and the International Management Residency.

Strengthen problem-solving skills with a curriculum that weaves in creative and critical thinking components.

Make WashU’s Reputation Your Reputation

WashU is known for its intellectual curiosity; pioneering research; corporate citizenship; and high-caliber faculty, students, and alumni. As a member of the EMBA community, you benefit from WashU’s reputation in the marketplace and our belief that great teaching and great scholarship go hand in hand. You amplify that reputation through your work ethic, foresight, accountability, and ability to inspire the people around you.

Open doors to business opportunities and differentiate yourself as a leader.

Make the intellectual capital of WashU faculty your competitive edge.

Strengthen the reciprocal relationship between leadership and collaboration.

Comprehensive Curriculum

WashU offers one of the most academically comprehensive, integrative, and responsive Executive MBA programs in the United States.

Designed for midlevel to senior-level executives, our 20-month program focuses on learning, not logistics. Classes meet monthly for three-day sessions.

Core courses provide a holistic overview of business disciplines. Second-year themes address important management challenges, including new-venture creation. You work on an Innovation Project and compete in a Capstone Pitch Competition.

Year-two student teams brainstorm concepts for new companies, products, and/or services; present their ideas; receive feedback; form their teams based on the concepts selected; develop a written business plan; and participate in a Capstone Pitch Competition that synthesizes knowledge from the program.

Innovation Project

Year-two students work on an Innovation Project that addresses critical issues in new-venture creation, including new-venture development, team formation, and marketing planning.

Core courses provide a holistic overview of business disciplines. Second-year themes address important management challenges, including new-venture creation. You work on an Innovation Project and compete in a Capstone Pitch Competition.

Year-two student teams brainstorm concepts for new companies, products, and/or services; present their ideas; receive feedback; form their teams based on the concepts selected; develop a written business plan; and participate in a Capstone Pitch Competition that synthesizes knowledge from the program.